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Abstract: Clustering is one of the most versatile data mining
techniques. Since it is an unsupervised learning technique, it
can be part of the initial pattern analysis, but can also be used
at different stages of a knowledge discovery process. This talks
begin with the discussion on how the available raw data with
limited input from domain expert can begin the knowledge
discovery process in a number of application domains ranging
from retail, mobile/social networks, financial, web usage, and a number of engineering applications.
The versatility of clustering is further demonstrated by showing its usage for improving the quality
of other data mining techniques. For example, grouping similar patterns can improve the quality of
prediction techniques. The clustering can also be used to summarize results of other data mining
techniques such as evolutionary optimization. We will also discuss how clustering can provide an
alternative or supplementary classification or association mining technique.
We will see why the initial crisp clustering algorithms are not able to model the clustering in realworld applications. The fuzzy and rough are shown to provide better alternatives for some of the
real-world applications. Fuzzy clustering provides a degree of membership to the clusters, but does
not provide obvious boundaries between clusters. Rough clustering can provide a happy medium
between the fuzzy and crisp clustering. Rough clustering can also complement fuzzy clustering to
provide descriptive memberships and identifiable rough boundaries of clusters. The talk describes
how one can derive well delineated rough clusters from a fuzzy clustering scheme.
The clustering technology continues to evolve to respond to new challenges. For example, dynamic,
incremental, and decremental clustering algorithms have been developed to address continuous
accumulation of data. These techniques reorganize the clustering schemes by adding new clusters,
deleting obsolete clusters, and merge clusters that start converging. The discussion will also include
the need for efficient handling of high velocity data-streams. Finally, we will discuss an emerging
area of meta-clustering that use hierarchical, network, and temporal relationships between objects
for parallel clustering processes that feed knowledge to each other creating semantically enhanced
meta-clustering schemes.
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